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Abstract. For the fractal model of the Universe the relations of
cosmological parameters and the Higgs field are established. Estimates of
the critical density, the expansion and speed-up parameters of the Universe
(the Hubble constant and the cosmological redshift); temperature and
anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background radiation were performed.

The hypothesis of the hierarchical structure of the Universe (HHSU) became the basis for
fractal cosmology [1]. The development of the technique of spatial scanning made it possible
to determine the speed of expansion of the Universe, the cosmic distances to the far Galaxies
with great accuracy [2]. As separate elements of large-scale fractal structures of the Universe
(SELFSU), Galaxies, clusters and superclusters of Galaxies, the largest supercluster – Great
Attractor, walls, filaments, voids are considered [1]. HHSU makes it possible to use models
of active nanoelements (fractal dislocations, quantum dots with variable parameters [3]) to
describe SELFSU [4]. The aim of the work is to establish the connections between
cosmological parameters and the Higgs field within the framework of the fractal model of
the Universe. For the unit cell (such as the effective atom and the Higgs boson) model
relationships, that relate the Hubble constant, the cosmological redshift, the temperature and
the anisotropy of the relic radiation are obtained. The shift of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) frequency is described by equations
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Using from [4] the values QH 2 1/ 3 , r1 160.3988698GHz (the maximum of the CMB
frequency), N0 , N02 , r 2 142.8161605GHz (the shifted radiation frequency), we find
the frequency shifts
dark matter

c1

γ

3.3920592kHz ,

0.228071512 . The value

γ
γ

3.4281246kHz and the density of cold
(received with the Higgs field) agrees with

the experiment on shifting the NMR frequency (3.42 kHz) for superfluid helium-3 [5].
Nonlinear equations (determine the parameters of the CMB) for functions QG , BG are

QG QH (1 QH )2 /(1 QH (1 QH )2 ) ; BG 1 2QG ; VQ dQG /dQH ; AQ dVQ /dQH .
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The dependences of these functions on QH are given in Fig. 1. Variant VQ

0 and AQ

0

corresponds to the accelerated expansion of the Universe [4]. In model I [4]
QH0 H01 / H02 , where H01 , H02 are the Hubble constants.

Fig. 1. The behavior of functions QG (a), BG (b), VQ (c), AQ (d) on QH .

The modeling results of the deformation field ( u2 ) for a coupled system (dislocationquantum dot) are given on fig. 2. The function u2 (n, m) is complex with a pronounced
stochastic behavior and essentially depends on the relationships between the characteristic
dimensions N1 N2 of the investigated region, the values of the semi-axes nc2 , mc2 at the
quantum dot (fig. 2). Fractal holes with proportional semi-axes (fig. 2 a), elongated along the
axis On (fig. 2 b) and along the axis Om (fig. 2 c) in elliptical structures are observed inside
the region of wave behavior (fig. 2 a,b,c). In this case, a pronounced phenomenon of the
anisotropy of the fractal hole appears. The character of the anisotropy for effective damping
(fig. 2 d,e,f) agrees with the anisotropy of the fractal hole.
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Fig. 2. Cross-sections Re(u2 ) [ 10;10] (a,b,c), Im(u2 ) [ 10;10] (d,e,f) (top view) for coupled

system with variable modules ki for u2 and semi-axes for quantum dot: (a, d) 3nc2 ; 3mc2 ; (b, e)
12nc 2 ; 3mc2 ; (c, f) 3nc2 ; 12mc2 .
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